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Aim: correlate translation process data with translation product data
• Translation process data (as proxy for cognitive effort):
• duration (avg. pause ratio, pause dur., production dur.)
• revision (nr. characters deleted/inserted, nr. edits, non-linear text production)
• gaze (nr. fixations on source/target text)
• Translation product data (difficulty indicators, as shown in literature):
• nr. errors in translation (Daems, Macken, & Vandepitte, 2013)
• word translation entropy (Campbell, 2000)
• amount of (non-)equivalence (Sun, 2015)
Dataset: 690 segments translated by 23 translators, taken from the ROBOT project (Daems, 
2016). Word translation entropy (WTE) and other features are calculated automatically by 
CRITT’s TPR-DB scripts (Carl et al., 2016). In particular, to calculate WTE the scripts use the 
translations themselves – which means there is only a very small base corpus.
Findings: all three product features correlate with some process features, especially with the 
number of times a translator has revised a segment’s translation and with the period of 
pause relative to the segment’s total translation time.
Discussion: Calculating word translation entropy on the target text produced by translators is 
problematic when we need WTE before translation has taken place (as is the goal of PreDicT). 
Therefore, we investigate whether we can generate it off-line.
Translatability Prediction System
System predicts difficulty of translating text in language X 
to target text in Y as well as highlight difficult segments




- Recognising language pair 
difficulties using bilingual
model
- Merge all sentence analyses 
together
- Repeat and expand sentence
analysis procedure on larger
scale to find issues such as 
coreference resolution or 
temporal complexity
Analysis produces a global translation difficulty score for 
source text X as well as highlights the segments in that 
text that give rise to difficulties
Source text in language x
Current study: calculate WTE off-line
Aim: To verify whether we can use WTE generated from a parallel corpus:
- we use a larger parallel corpus (DPC, Macken, De Clercq, & Paulussen, 2011) and calculate 
WTE for all content words
- we re-calculate WTE for the ROBOT data and restrict ourselves to content words
- for both WTEs above, we re-calculate avg. WTE per segment in the ROBOT dataset
- we calculate correlations between process data and each version of WTE
- we compare the correlations to see if using WTE gathered from a large corpus is feasible
Findings: using WTE based on the small ROBOT corpus and WTE based on DPC yields the 
same results when correlating with particular revision information from the ROBOT process 
data, namely the nr. edits. Literature proposed that this was a good intermediary showing 
cognitive effort. 
Conclusion: with respect to correlating to cognitive effort indicators (and, thus, being a 
difficulty indicator), WTE can be modelled off-line by using large corpora as its base. This 
allows us to add WTE to our pipeline without the need of any translation.References
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